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years. Rodin was born in 1840 into a working-class family in Paris, the second child of Marie Cheffer and
Jean-Baptiste Rodin, who was a police department clerk. He was largely self-educated,
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The museum added that the two defendants who had published a book entitled Â« Rodin plasters and
bronzes Â» had organised in 2000, an exhibition in Venice and in Maastricht introducing Â« original plasters
Â» and reproductions of some Auguste RODIN sculptures.
I. THE INVESTIGATION : 1) The RODIN
In the Torso of a Woman, for instance, he set a bronze torso on a modern plaster cast taken from a classical
marble pedestal in his collection. There are many other instances of Rodin combining classical work with his
own plasters to create new sculpture, or forming new combinations using existing plaster casts.
Auguste Rodin Working Methods - Victoria and Albert Museum
The search and seizures of the bronzes, plasters and casts carried out have led to the discovery of 93 casts
and 56 bronzes most of them signed â€œRODINâ€• with many different numbering. The plasters.
I. THE INVESTIGATION : 1) The RODIN museumâ€™s complaint.
Auguste Rodin bronze cast using Rodin's foundry plasters is authorized by the laws of the United States,
countries of the European Union, countries of South America, and Asia.
Auguste RODIN 1840 - 1917 - Hay Hill
remove superficial dust and crusts so that the sculptures regained their original aspect. Keywords: Rodin,
Sculpture, Modern modeling material, Plastiline, Conservation, Adhesives, Laser cleaning, Carboxylate
Introduction Context This research started thanks to the wish of the Rodin museum to restore two plaster
busts. These two busts,
Analysis and conservation of modern modeling materials
quick sketches in clay that were later fine-tuned, cast in plaster, then forged into bronze or carved in marble.
Rodin's focus was on the handling of clay â€¢ One of his most famous works is a bronze sculpture called The
Thinker. Rodin created a small plaster version of it in 1880 and then cast this large bronze version in 1902.
About 28 ...
ART MASTERPIECE: The Thinker, 1902 by Auguste Rodin
Bronze was commonly used to make sculptures in the 19th century. Creating a sculpture in bronze was a
lengthy and complex process, and Rodin employed plaster casters, carvers, and bronze casters to
collaborate with him to make the final sculptures. Rodin started by making drawings of live models from
several different angles.
Sculpture: Materials & Process - Nasher Sculpture Center
The MusÃ©e Rodin follows the same process Rodin used to cast bronzes, either using molds from
Rodinâ€™s lifetime or creating new molds from the sculptorâ€™s original models and plaster casts.
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